Intelligent, inspiring and flexible

The powerful flexibility and beautiful performance of our System lets you create workspace applications for any work style – today and tomorrow.

Inscape’s set of universal components allows limitless applications for the workspace – from low and high panel workstations to benching, collaborative work areas and private offices. Support diverse work styles with a consistent design language across the office.

System

design: Inscape Design Studio
Ready for today and tomorrow

Adapt your office as needs change. Inscape makes it easier to go from high privacy to low panels and back again. With speed, ease and little downtime, frames can be built up or cut down on site, with no impact on the integrity of the system or warranty.

From initial installation to its retention of fit and finish during reconfigurations, our System stands the test of time.

foster agility

Our revolutionary one-frame approach enables thick (3.5”) and thin (2.75”) panels to be built on the same frame. Shared components such as tiles, work surfaces, technology, connectors, and support brackets eliminate redundancy as styles and needs evolve. Quicker installation, minimal downtime, and less inventory headaches save time and money.
Integration matters

We understand that integration impacts both the look and functionality of your space. We’ve designed System to integrate beautifully with our benching, storage, post + beam, and movable wall products.

A consistent design language makes it easier to create unified spaces.
Stand for wellness

Bring a healthy mix of standing and sitting to the workplace. Our height-adjustable worksurfaces let users easily and quickly change positions. Pneumatic assist and electric mechanisms are available.
Healthier worksurfaces

Nuform is our exclusive worksurface, a durable, beautiful and ergonomic alternative to traditional laminate. Available in a tapered edge for a comfortable sloped surface that eliminates pressure on wrists. Nuform’s seamless edge features a clean aesthetic with no edge banding where bacteria can penetrate and flourish.

This beautiful worksurface is also resistant to staining, heat, and does not fade when exposed to sunlight. Nuform is level® 3, SCS Indoor Advantage™ GOLD and FSC® certified.

Choose from over 30 finish options and customize the right size and shape for your space.

delight users

Nuform can also be used vertically on system panels to make a design statement – featured here with a special routered pattern.
Industry’s best lay-in cabling

Inscape provides true lay-in cabling with adjustable cable managers secured within the panel. Faster and easier installation is valuable during company growth or change. Cables flow seamlessly from frame to frame with less labor and little to no downtime. Other manufacturers’ solutions require feeding cable through apertures at corners and changes of height, which slows down installation and reconfiguration.

Cables run along corners and changes of height without the fuss of corner posts or barriers to feed through.

Cable hooks are pre-installed on frames to accommodate cable lay-in immediately.

Lay-in technology, versus aperture-based systems, decrease install time - no need to thread cables through cut-outs in frames, saving time and manpower.

empower technology
System accommodates large volumes of sensitive cabling without risk of damage or exposure to electromagnetic interference. Power is conveniently located wherever you need it, with flexible access.
Guiding principles to product design

**delight users**
Thoughtful details keep people happy and productive.

**empower technology**
Convenient, flexible access to technology and power makes it easy to share information.

**foster agility**
Smart products let people easily customize and adapt their space as needs change.

**design for sustainability**
Responsible choices matter — from beginning to end, and over again.

The greener choice

We believe the most sustainable furniture choice is the one you don’t make again and again. The inherent flexibility of System addresses evolving workspace needs, providing an investment that will pay off for years to come.

We work with materials such as 100% recyclable steel components and fabrics, and components that are designed for rapid disassembly and reuse at the end of their current use life cycle.

Inscape’s System is level® 3 and Indoor Advantage™ GOLD certified, and contributes to LEED.

*design for sustainability*
Used on the interior of storage cases and frame components, Eco Black paint diverts more than five tons of waste from landfills annually.
We’re here to help you make life at work better

Perspective
Supporting the evolution of the workplace since 1888.

Products
Solutions that stand the test of time — built to last and inherently flexible.

People
Dedicated to delivering innovative solutions with care and expertise.